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Abstract
This research introduces a novel way of classifying the built environment based on its geometrical features and its surroundings and link the classified buildings to its environmental performance. These features consist of urban block orientation within the configuration, urban blocks exposure to main street, building orientation within the urban block, building area and number of edges, building exposure to urban void and the height of buildings compared to its surroundings with its orientation related to its height relation.

This categorization is utilized to save simulation time by reducing the number of simulated buildings in the urban configuration. The process starts with running a solar radiation simulation for some configurations fully. In these runs, each building is simulated in isolation but considering the rest of the configuration as context. These results act as a repository of saved data linked to the buildings’ categorization. Then, these saved results are compared to newly generated configurations and only unique buildings with unique features are simulated. The simulation results are compared to the normally ran iterations to figure out the accuracy of this process.

Introduction
Quantifying the built environment and translating its geometry to what is known now as computer modelling is mostly based on the principles on Alexander’s theory of extracting the patterns of built environment (Alexander, 1979; Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977) along with the work of geometrical mathematics of March (March & Steadman, 1971) this became into urban scale by the introduction of “urban grid as generator” of different urban morphologies done by (Martin & March, 1972). With the continuous development of these principles, urban geometry complexity has been addressed in various studies. Urban modelling has been trying to dismantle this complexity through creating different methods to have a clearer of urban geometry like “space syntax” (Hillier, 2007), applications of “shape grammar” principles (Duarte & Beirão, 2011; Kepczynska-Walczak & Pietrzak, 2017; Shekhawat & Duarte, 2017; Tsamis, 2017). This continuous breaking down of urban modelling into its patterns especially with the existence of parametric modelling approach and its tools, goes hand in hand with the steady progress of allowing artificial intelligence solvers in these parametric modelling platforms (Cichocka, Migalska, Browne, & Rodriguez, 2017; Harding, 2017; Rutten, 2013; University of Applied Arts Vienna Bollinger+Grohmann Engineers., 2014; Wortmann, 2017) has led to make the ambition of having a “cognitive urban design”(König, Schmitt, Standfest, Chirkin, & Klein, 2017) closer to be approachable specially with the capability of combining urban modelling with environmental performance analysis and simulation.

The link between geometrical features and environmental performance have been studied from different perspectives (Bassett, Lannon, Waldron, & Jones, 2012; Chatzivasileiadis, M. Hosney Lila, Lannon, & Jabi, 2018; Hosney Lila & Lannon, 2017; M.Hosney Lila, Lannon, & Jabi, 2017; Robinson, 2006; Robinson et al., 2007; Vartholomaios, 2017). This paper, as a part of an ongoing research project, focuses on solar radiation as the first stage of multi-stage simulation sequence for solar radiation, energy and lighting availability performance analysis in an urban simulation framework. This study highlights the limitations and potential of urban design generation, analysis state of the art tools, i.e. ladybug tools and decoding spaces, and the integration of parametric urban generation with environmental analysis on an urban scale. This process provides a new approach to link geometrical features to performance on urban scale. It seeks for reducing the time consumed by regular simulation methods to ease the integration of simulation-based decision making to be done in the early stage of design. Time consumption for urban scale performance simulation is considered one of the major issues, this process will also allow designer interaction to decide the optimal solution by balancing designer and computer agency over the design process. The classification of buildings based on its physical features and performance is a novel way to cluster buildings and enhance the urban scale simulation time without sacrificing the accuracy of the results.

Computational solvers applications vary between different software platforms with different processes and features. because of the time consumed in multi-objective building performance analysis and the scarcity of a comprehensive urban form finding frameworks, there is still a need to provide an efficient urban modelling and building performance comprehensive analysis technique that can generate new climate responsive urban forms in the early stage of design. This research is trying to fill that gap by using Ladybug tools (Sadeghipour & Pak, 2013) for building performance analysis and applying a multi-fitness interactive solver on it within the shape grammar created in Grasshopper (Meneel, 2014). This workflow will offer framework for designers that can generate neighbourhood urban forms for both new and existing urban programme.
urban neighborhoods with the respect of climate conditions integrated and presented in a commonly used interface like Grasshopper. This will provide the designers in early stage of design with a tool that enables environmentally guided decision in the early design stages of urban design.

**Methods**

The process presented in this paper for simulating the urban environments is undertaken through several stage (Figure 1) is merely focused on new urban neighbourhoods with the plan to apply it on existing neighbourhoods in future stages of this project. The first stage of running is to generate the road network and the buildable areas within the given boundaries introduced by the user. To do this, the framework depends on a plug-in developed by a group of European universities. It is called “Decoding Spaces” (Koenig, Miao, Knecht, Buš, & Mei-Chih, 2017). This tool allows the generation of urban networks within a certain boundary with a certain amount of inputs and controls. The major drawback is the limitation it imposes on the design process by constraining some geometrical aspects, this research framework has overcome these limitations. Although the capabilities of this tool allow the generation of a whole urban geometry including buildings, for this research it is just used for generating the buildable areas which will be used as a start point for the needed urban geometry generation in this framework. For the preparation of the clustering phase the framework had to create a parallel text tagging system for each building in order to identify it based on its geometrical features.

The framework starts with boundary options to be set by the user as an input. In this paper this boundary in set to be a typical rectangular boundary created by rectangle component in grasshopper. Once the street network has been generated these are transferred to the next component “street blocks” which creates the blocks for the urban configuration then to “parcels” and divide it to the needed “buildable areas”. This sequence is inherited from the tool set of components. As this tool is still under development not all the number inputs are effective regarding the expected outputs. For example, the minimum block size is not changing the output of the urban configuration. The logics of creating the network is published by the research group that illustrates the logics of creating street pattern (Koenig, Treyer, Schmitt, & Zurich, 2013).

For the following stages of the framework require the creation of general urban controls not specific controls to the buildings. For example, it gives Floor Area Ratio (FAR) to control density instead of controlling the heights of buildings. The following step is to order the geometry by the block’s orientation. The orientation is defined by creating a vector from the boundary centre point to the centre point of each block. Then the angle difference from vector in the direction X is measured. These angles fall

![Figure 2 framework flow chart](image)

![Figure 1 urban voids examples showcase. a) urban configuration with no void, b) one central urban void, c) multiple randomly generated urban voids](image)
into either of the 8 azimuth orientations, these orientation by then can be tagged to each block. Afterwards, blocks are sorted by its exposure to the main street. This creates two groups one with exposure to the boundary main street and another with no exposure to the main street. This sorting is done by scaling down the boundary curve and test if the blocks intersect with it then it is exposed otherwise it will an inner block with no exposure to outer main streets. Following this an orientation sorting is done but this time for each buildable area. The process starts with creating a vector for each buildable area. These vectors were created based on the nearest distance from each buildable area’s centre point to the generated street network. Then a comparison study for the angle of each of these selected vectors from vector in global X direction which starts at the centre point of each block. By this comparison, buildable area could be categorized based on its orientation within each of its blocks.

Then, it is the stage of generating urban voids (Figure 3) the framework allows 12 cases of urban voids to be created based on the user controls of urban void percentage of the total area of the original site boundary and the location of desired urban voids and the in case of multiple urban voids the user can control the percentage of each to the total targeted area of voids.

Urban voids are created by selecting the buildable areas’ centre points that is located within the allocated urban void curve. Then these selected areas are removed from the list of buildable areas for the next stages. The twelve cases consist of eight cases include the eight azimuth directions and one case for centric urban void and another for no urban void at all to let the generation be as it is and the last two cases for multiple urban voids one is random, and the other is set by user’s agency.

The next phase is to differentiate between the buildable areas that are exposed to the newly created urban voids and those which does not have direct or near access to it. To do this the framework used “Isovist”, a grasshopper (Mcneel, 2014) component, that is capable of testing a set of points visible from the urban void centre point in space and with respect to the rest of the buildable areas acting as obstacles due to street openings. Within the configuration the framework had to add boundary for the “Isovist” to stop at it to prevent it from including non-exposed curves just because of the street orientation did not have any obstacles. The next stage identifies the buildable areas by its number of edges. With the enormous variation of number of edges, the area identification summed up into two groups the first is areas with 4 edges and less and the other is 5 edges and more. Another detail to the building typology which is building courts added through the next phase of building the model (Figure 3). Building courts is decided based upon the area

Figure 3 a): urban void exposure show case, to the b): creating central courts in buildable areas larger than the threshold
of each buildable area and its threshold can be controlled by the user. For this model the area threshold is set to 2500 sqm which means any buildable area larger than this then it will have a centric court in it with a scale of 30% of its area and this ratio is controllable too. The next stage of modelling was to introduce heights to this generated 2D configuration (Figure 4). Heights had 3 options to be decided by the user. First is to create a list of desired heights in the configuration. The number of heights in this list and the ratio of each one in the total number of heights is determined and controlled by the user with a maximum number of 10 heights. Then the order of these heights introduced in just a random way by grasshopper’s random component with the exact same number of buildable areas. The second option is to order the buildable areas in a list based on heights and give it the heights from lower to higher or vice versa. The third option is to assign custom attractors and the height of each building will be assigned based on its distances from these points.

The last phase of identifying the model is to tag each building based on its surrounding heights. The first step is to group every building with its surrounding buildings along with its heights attached in order to be able to do heights comparison. Then a comparison is made to sort out the heights to three groups of higher, lower and equal surrounding heights. Then an orientation comparison done for each building is tagged based on its location to the middle building. The tag ends up telling the number of buildings higher, lower and equal to the tagged middle building and the orientation of each surrounding building. The tag starts with initials for the block orientation followed by its exposure to the main street status (Figure 5). Then, the building orientation initial followed by the urban void exposure status. After this, comes the number of edges for the buildable area next to it whether the building have a court or not. Built area comes after this in numbers. The tag ends with the height comparison which starts with the height status of each surrounding building and its orientation and then between brackets it gives a summary of the height comparison status how many buildings are higher, equal or lower.

After this process of classification is still under testing to verify its accuracy and how helpful would it be to use it to save time consumed for environmental performance optimization goal in early stage of design. The testing started with analysing the different portions of the tag of buildings to know more about its accuracy. These clustering tests were done for solar radiation simulation for urban configuration as it is one of the least time consuming variables is shown in Table 1.

The last phase of identifying the model is to tag each building based on its surrounding heights. The first step is to group every building with its surrounding buildings along with its heights attached in order to be able to do heights comparison. Then a comparison is made to sort out the heights to three groups of higher, lower and equal surrounding heights. This process starts with grouping each building to its surrounding ones. This happens by isolating each building in a separate list then an offset of the centred building is used to detect the surrounding building by intersection. Then to determine its orientation to the centred building a line is created from the area centre of that building to the centre of its surrounding and the same orientation method, done before to determine blocks orientation, is repeated again for these buildings. The same way of sorting the lists of the buildable areas is repeated for the list of building heights to do a numerical comparison and include in the tag. Then an orientation comparison done for each building is tagged based on its location to the middle building.

The tag ends up telling the number of buildings higher, lower and equal to the tagged middle building and the orientation of each surrounding building. These inputs, along with initial inputs inherited from decoding spaces tool, resulted a generation of more than 61,000 urban configurations. Solar radiation results of this pool of urban configurations were collected using ladybug tools along with time consumed to run each configuration. For this analysis, the urban configuration model was inputted as a whole single model at each run. A summary of these variables is shown in Table 1.

The last phase of identifying the model is to tag each building based on its surrounding heights. The first step is to group every building with its surrounding buildings along with its heights attached in order to be able to do heights comparison. Then a comparison is made to sort out the heights to three groups of higher, lower and equal surrounding heights. Then an orientation comparison done for each building is tagged based on its location to the middle building. The tag ends up telling the number of buildings higher, lower and equal to the tagged middle building and the orientation of each surrounding building. The tag starts with initials for the block orientation followed by its exposure to the main street status (Figure 5). Then, the building orientation initial followed by the urban void exposure status. After this, comes the number of edges for the buildable area next to it whether the building have a court or not. Built area comes after this in numbers. The tag ends with the height comparison which starts with the height status of each surrounding building and its orientation and then between brackets it gives a summary of the height comparison status how many buildings are higher, equal or lower.

After this process of classification is still under testing to verify its accuracy and how helpful would it be to use it to save time consumed for environmental performance optimization goal in early stage of design. The testing started with analysing the different portions of the tag of buildings to know more about its accuracy. These clustering tests were done for solar radiation simulation for urban configuration as it is one of the least time
status. Then a detailed run for each building were done in all the six iteration. Then a Grasshopper definition was developed to locate the distinct buildings with the distinct tags and by calculating the average of those distinct tag based on is number of repetitions each a speculation can be done summing these averages to represent the whole configuration solar radiation. For each case a multi stage clustering have been made. First stage was with tags including all orientation aspects for buildings and blocks added to the building court status and number of edges along with urban void exposure. Second trial added heights only to the clustering tags. The following trail added built up area for each building. Finally, the surrounding heights comparison were added for the final and optimal accurate trial. Consequently, a larger sample of saved results were done and saved to have a better understanding of this identification process and its accuracy, time saving and potentials. A database of 270 urban configuration were run and saved with an average of 150 buildings in each of these configurations resulted in generating of 40,000 building tag saved with its solar radiation results. The idea is to test the accuracy of using this database of saved tags and results to estimate the performance of newly generated urban configuration from the same pool and some other configurations were tested with some variations of the initial inputs of the main generation framework.

Heights were then added to the tag described in figure 5 for the next testing stage. The second stage of testing were done by running a detection test on these saved 40,000 building tags. This was done in two phases. First phase was by selecting 100 random configurations (Figure 6) within the previously run configurations. While the second stage were to test these tags detection against another 100 configurations selected from the initial larger pool of configuration which did not has any saved tags but, each configuration has its whole solar radiation saved without dissolving it into its buildings. The framework was set to look up similar tags in the saved data base and get its solar radiation then the total result of the urban configuration is calculated by summing these looked up saved results. It is important to note that this initial detection process was set with some tolerance of the tag parameters. For example, it was looking for the same number of surrounding building with the same height comparison relationship but not necessarily the same area or height if it was not available. If building or block orientation were north west and not found it can be replaced with either north or west with the same urban void and boundary street exposure conditions. It’s important to note these simulations were conducted on regular computational facilities. This simulations number of computers dedicated for the simulation varied from 4 to 6 computers over the time of conducting these runs. Each computer contained an intel i7 (8 cores,3.4 GHz) processors with 32 GB. Operating system was windows 7 64 bit. All solar radiation analysis used the weather file of Aswan city in southern Egypt (24.0889° N, 32.8998° E).

**Results**
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Figure 7  
a) the graph shows the results comparison between the saved and estimated results,  
b) shows the correlation between saved and estimated results for the first phase of this analysis

c) the graph shows the results comparison between the saved and estimated results

d) shows the correlations between saved and estimated results for the second phase of this analysis

The first stage of testing has shown an accuracy of almost 100% in the highest achieving self-detecting estimations for the full classifying tag with expected lower results for prior stages of the tagging process. On the other hand, as it is shown in the Table 2 and the number of distinct iterations is lower.

**Table 2** first phase results for the six tested configurations
For the second stage, the first phase which was within the saved data base of tags got an average 98% accuracy with the lowest accuracy of 93%. The time consumed was approximate average from 5 to 6 minutes for each configuration to get its results against double this time when it comes to the same way of running each building on its own then summing the results to get the total performance calculation. It is important to highlight that the initial runs of the total configuration as whole did not take more than 30 seconds for each. But the importance of this is discussed in the following section of this paper. While the same time were consumed during the second phase, the accuracy dropped to be around 86% with a low of 71% of the original model saved solar radiation results. Also, this phase failed to look up 8 out of the aimed 100 configurations. The comparison between predicted and estimated results is shown in Figure 7.

### Discussion

During testing the study was faced with multiple challenges to be conducted. Some of these were inherited by the limitations of the used tools and other was caused by the limited capabilities of the used computational facilities to handle such a large amount of data and environmental performance simulation. This limited the inputs of the shown case study in this paper to the numbers afore mentioned which still compelling when compared to common practices of such analysis. The framework discussed in this paper shown a way of generating urban models along with parallel tagging each building in these models based on its geometrical features such as orientation, location, height relations with surrounding neighbouring buildings, exposure to urban voids, etc. these text tags is utilised in creating a database for classifying each building solar radiation performance within the urban configuration. Although this case study is rectangular boundary site, the framework has been tested with different boundary outlines. This shows the need to optimize the used algorithm from just depending on Visual Programming Language (VPL) hosted by Grasshopper along with some modelling and iterative functions with python programming language (Python Software Foundation., 2001) within grasshopper interface. The algorithm optimization with python coded components included timing components, the component responsible of iterating the different model’s inputs and some other functions needed to handle the model and its data. The first stage of this classification testing was to examine the basic function of estimating performance for urban configuration based on clustered saved analysis results by classifying its geometrical features. Also, it aimed to have a better understanding of the extent of variables needed to achieve an acceptable rate of accuracy for this estimation technique. After that, the next phase used a loose identification way to enhance the time consumed in the process and to assess this approximation effect on the accuracy ratio. Testing this classification technique for solar radiation is a preliminary stage for a sequencing method that works on clustering between dependent performance aspect. The aim from this study was to investigate the potentiality of this classification technique to reduce the needed time to estimate the urban configuration performance with reasonable performance. Although the framework so far has shown it does not reduce the time consumed to analyse the urban configuration as one entity, this technique proved a significant time reduction when it came to estimate the urban solar radiation performance on individual buildings’ classification and similarity detection. The results accuracy, on the other hand, did achieve an acceptable ratio with the estimation within the retrieved database, yet it still needs more development of to enhance the results for the case of estimating new urban geometries not saved in the retrieved database.

For the second stage, the first phase which was within the saved data base of tags got an average 98% accuracy with the lowest accuracy of 93%. The time consumed was approximate average from 5 to 6 minutes for each configuration to get its results against double this time when it comes to the same way of running each building on its own then summing the results to get the total performance calculation. It is important to highlight that the initial runs of the total configuration as whole did not take more than 30 seconds for each. But the importance of this is discussed in the following section of this paper. While the same time were consumed during the second phase, the accuracy dropped to be around 86% with a low of 71% of the original model saved solar radiation results. Also, this phase failed to look up 8 out of the aimed 100 configurations. The comparison between predicted and estimated results is shown in Figure 7.

### Table 3 the selected showcase text tags and its solar radiation results. Generated tags (A1 and B1) and the detected nearest tags (A2 and B2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case number</th>
<th>Text Tag detail</th>
<th>Solar radiation kWh/sqm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>SE_notexposed_SE_UVNX_5_ NC_2146_7.5 LoNWLoNLoNE_{(0<em>H,0</em>=3*L)}</td>
<td>9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>SE_notexposed_SE_UVNX_5_ C_2996_60.0 LoWLoNLoN_{(0<em>H,0</em>=0*L)}</td>
<td>11.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>SE_notexposed_W_UVX_4 NC_1173_7.5 HoEHoSEHoShoShoN_{(5<em>H,0</em>=0*L)}</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>SE_notexposed_W_UVX_4 NC_2030_7.5 HoEHoShoShoWHoHoN_{(5<em>H,0</em>=0*L)}</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such development seems feasible with the current time reduction achieved in both cases. It’s also imperative to highlight that the testing iterations were selected randomly. From Figure 7, the estimation does follow the pattern of the saved results while it still does the same for the second phase but with larger distances on some iterations which affirms the fact that there is a need to revisit the detection algorithm. The detection development is ongoing to differentiate each geometrical variable and give each a relative importance weight based on its role in predicting the accurate result. The detection
The technique is aimed to have a numerical based system for all the geometrical variables used in the tags which will reduce the confusion between different types of data (letters and numbers) used now in the tags. An example of that is shown in Table 3. It shows the low effect of numbers used to tag areas and heights against letters used to different features of the tagging text. Figure 8 shows a sample show case for the detection process results. The selected buildings and tags (A1 and B1) are from the optimal achieving examples in this urban configuration. Solar radiation simulation was done specifically to extract the data shown in Table 3 for the new generated buildings results and to show the deviation between the actual results in comparison with the estimated results but in individual building scale. This comparison will take place in the detection development process. This brief showcase shows how the surrounding heights and its orientation to the tested building has a high impact in the detection process. This will be preserved and enhanced in future versions.

**Conclusion**

The literature review showed the continuous development of addressing urban complexity through computational modelling. Environmental performance analysis for urban scale has been under examination with some various approaches too. This paper shown a novel way of breaking up urban complexity through addressing geometrical features of the consisting buildings within the urban configuration though a parametric classifying model ready for multiple uses with multiple inputs. This framework provides a technique to link urban geometry to its performance and use the classification in estimating its solar radiation performance. This was conducted for newly designed neighbourhoods was a plan for application on existing neighbourhoods. This was done by breaking down urban configurations into its individual building’s geometrical features to find an efficient way to work urban scale performance simulation. The first phase of testing this technique shown the potentiality of reaching for an acceptable accuracy with a minimal time reduction. The next phase took time into consideration by using less tightened way of finding out similarities to use for the performance estimation. This technique managed to achieve a considerable time reduction with acceptable accuracy levels which is being enhanced to reach for a consistent reliable level.

**Future work**

Currently the detection process is getting enhanced to allow more specific control on what to prioritise of the tag components. Also, the new process included re-running the unique tags and include it in the saved database, so it can be used to enhance the upcoming runs. Another test for broken text tags detection is ongoing to detect the relative importance of each factor. The next stage of this research is to add phase of artificial intelligence application section to this framework. This AI application well help to reach an optimal solution for the desired testing performance aspect. The scope of the research also includes having a holistic analysis for urban performance which means this process will be repeated in sequence for lighting availability to have a better insight of the optimal solution performance in different aspects.
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